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Femtosecond Coulomb Explosion Imaging of Vibrational Wave Functions
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Because of the nonlinearity of multiphoton ionization, an intense 5 fs pulse is short enough to
change the ionization probability from near zero to near unity in less than one-half of a laser
period. For H2

1 this exposes all parts of the vibrational wave function to the full force of Coulomb
repulsion at nearly the same time. By solving the time dependent Schrödinger equation, following
both electron and ion motion we show that the initial vibrational wave function CsRd of H2

1 can be
reconstructed by using Coulomb’s law to map the ion fragment kinetic energy spectrum into jCsRdj2.
[S0031-9007(99)08986-3]

PACS numbers: 33.80.Rv, 34.50.Gb

Molecular structure and its transformations during reac-
tions play a large role in our understanding of chemistry.
Molecular spectroscopy has been the primary tool used to
determine the geometry of small equilibrium molecules.
Dynamics introduces a new complexity since the structure
now changes. Following changing structure spectroscopi-
cally is a major challenge. However, spectroscopy re-
mains the only approach that is technically feasible today.
Thus, femtosecond experiments have concentrated on ap-
plying two (or more)-photon spectroscopy in the time do-
main. (i) A molecule is excited from the ground state to
a state on which dynamics is to be observed; (ii) the evo-
lution is followed by using a second pulse to project the
evolving wave packet onto a third (reference) state. The
problem is that if the intermediate surface is unknown,
then the reference surface is probably also unknown. The
inversion problem is very complex in a molecule with no
fixed structure and a poorly known reference state.

Coulomb explosion imaging, electron beam, and x-ray
scattering are all alternatives to spectroscopy for deter-
mining equilibrium structure. The technology is only now
being developed that could allow these methods to deter-
mine changing structure during dynamics. By simulat-
ing optical Coulomb explosion imaging [1–4] we show a
path to directly imaging structural changes during dynam-
ics of small molecules. We concentrate on H2

1, where a
full electron-nuclear non-Born-Oppenheimer calculation,
valid even for strong laser fields, has now been achieved
[5]. The subsequent Coulomb explosion produces protons
with kinetic energy determined by the initial conditions
and by Coulomb’s law. We investigate the accuracy of
the classical Coulomb explosion approximation, isolate
the inherently quantum mechanical features of the im-
age reconstruction, and show images can be accurately
obtained.

This paper should be viewed in the context of Coulomb
explosion imaging that uses ion-foil collisions [6]. In
those experiments, MeV molecular ions pass through a
thin s,100 Åd gold foil where they lose many electrons.
The transit time through the foil is between 0.1 and 1 fs.

When the ions emerge from the foil they repel each other
(explode) and the explosion pattern is used to determine
the original molecular geometry.

Optical Coulomb explosion imaging replaces the
molecule-foil collision with multiphoton ionization. The
technical advance that has motivated these calculations
has been the development of high power laser pulses
with a duration of only a few femtoseconds [7] in the
800 nm region. We show that multiphoton ionization
rates can rise so rapidly [8–10] with laser intensity that
the ionization probability can go from ,0 to ,1 in less
than one-half an optical period s,1 fsd. Once released,
an electron in a strong optical field is removed from the
molecule’s vicinity in a small fraction of an optical period
[11]. Thus, we demonstrate that intense ultrashort laser
pulses allow measurements with resolution determined by
the oscillation period of the light rather than the duration
of the pulse envelope.

Specifically, we solve the three-body, time dependent
Schrödinger equation for the H2

1 molecule in a strong
laser field (in one dimension):

i
≠csR, z, td

≠t
 HsR, z, tdcsR, z, td , (1)

where R is the internuclear distance, z is the electron
position with respect to the two protons center of mass
and HsR, z, td is the three-body Hamiltonian [5]. (Atomic
units are used throughout the paper.) We assume that H2

1

is prepared in a specific vibrational state (we used y  2

or y  6)

csR, z, 0d  cinsRdcesR, zd , (2)

where CesR, zd is the Sg eigenfunction of the electronic
part in the Hamiltonian H and CinsRd is the initial vi-
brational wave function. We use experimentally realistic
pulses with a slightly modified (for numerical conve-
nience) Gaussian intensity profile, solving Eq. (1) to find
the wave function CsR, z, tfinald where tfinal  43 fs. By
then the molecule is completely ionized and the nu-
clear wave packet is at R . 18 au. At tfinal we project
CsR, z, td onto asymptotic (large R, l  0) Coulomb
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radial functions [12] getting Csp, z, tfinald, where p is
the asymptotic momentum. Then the kinetic energy
spectrum SsEd is calculated as the integral over z of
jCsp, z, tfinaldj

2myp, where E is the total energy of pro-
tons in their center of mass system.

In general there is no simple mapping between SsEd
and the initial vibrational wave function [they are related
by the integral equation, Eq. (4)]. However, assuming a
classical explosion occurs with an R-dependent proba-
bility distribution jcCEIsRdj2 with initial zero kinetic
energy, we obtain a simple relation between this distribu-
tion and SsEd by using energy conservation. Thus after
equating the distribution in R and E spaces: SsEddE 

jcCEIsRdj2dR we get

jcCEIsRdj2  jSsEdj
q2

R2
, (3)

where the factor q2yR2 is a Jacobian jdEydRj.
The pulse intensity appropriate for Coulomb explosion

imaging is determined by calculating the ionization proba-
bility following a 1

2 -period duration sine wave pulse
shown in the inset in Fig. 1. The ionization probability
approaches unity at 4 3 1015 Wycm2, independent of
the separation of the protons. We propose to pass
1015 Wycm2, where ionization rates are ,1015 sec21, as
the intensity changes most rapidly. Then, if the pulse
is short enough, the ionization probability changes from
near zero to near one in less than 1

2 of a period s,1 fsd.
Consequently, for the remainder of the calculation, we use
a peak pulse intensity of 4 3 1015 Wycm2.

Figure 2 shows the initial jCinsRdj2 for H2
1 and

the Coulomb explosion imaged jCCEIsRdj2 (solid curve)
achieved in our simulations for a tp  4.5 fs (full width
at half maximum) pulse with a peak intensity of 4 3
1015 Wycm2 (see Fig. 2, inset). Such pulse characteristics

FIG. 1. Ionization probability for H2
1 in one-half period of

800 nm light plotted as a function of the internuclear separation
for different peak laser fields. The fields are labeled by their
corresponding laser intensity in Wycm2. The time dependent
field of the 1

2 -period sine wave pulse is shown in the insert.

are similar to those used in recent experiments on high-
harmonic generation [13].

For many dynamics applications being able to obtain
an image of the quality of jCCEIsRdj2 would be a major
advance. However, the zeros of the wave function are
not completely achieved in jCCEIsRdj2, there is a small
shift to larger R’s, and there is an error in the amplitude.
If future dynamics experiments are to rely on Coulomb
explosion imaging, it is important to investigate the origin
of these anomalies (Figs. 3 and 4).

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show results for imaging both the
y  2 and y  6 vibrational states ionized with a 3.2 fs,
800 nm pulse [shown in the inset in Fig. 3(a)]. (y  6

was chosen to make the classical energy of the molecu-
lar vibration easily observable on top of the Coulomb
explosion energy, allowing us to observe the influence
of the initial momentum distribution.) Compared with
Fig. 2, the calculated Coulomb explosion imaged data in
Fig. 3(a) is a more faithful reproduction of the original
wave function. The difference between Figs. 2 and 3(a)
is caused by motion on the laser-modified potential curves
[9,14] of H2

1 before ionization occurs. A small further
improvement is seen with 1.7 fs, 212 nm pulses (not
shown). (Although motion on the laser-modified curves is
observable in H2

1 imaging with currently available 4.5 fs
laser pulses, it will be negligible for higher mass atoms.)

To study anomalies in the amplitude of the recon-
structed wave function, we instantly place an initial vibra-
tional wave function on the Coulomb repulsive surface.
This procedure simulates Coulomb explosion imaging (it
corresponds to instantaneous, 100% ionization) without
the complexity of the strong laser field and the accompa-
nying electronic transitions. It allows us to clearly iden-
tify the underlying physical phenomena.

FIG. 2. jCinsRdj2 for the y  2 vibrational state of H2
1

plotted together with the simulated Coulomb explosion imaged
jCCEIsRdj2. For this calculation the peak laser intensity was
4 3 1015 Wycm2 and the time dependent electric field for the
4.5 fs full width at half maximum pulse is shown in the inset.
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FIG. 3. jCinsRdj2 for the y  2 (a) and the y  6 (b)
vibrational states plotted together with the simulated Coulomb
explosion imaged jCCEIsRdj2. Note the significant offset of the
imaged and initial wave function. The time dependent electric
field for the 3.2 fs full width at half maximum laser pulse is
shown in the inset.

Figure 4(a) shows an initial y  6 wave function
calculated by propagating the initial wave packet CinsRd
on the repulsive surface q2yR. That is, we solved the
time dependent Schrödinger equation for protons, without
the laser field (and without the electron). The initial
and imaged wave functions are almost identical to those
shown in Fig. 3(b), indicating that the distortions seen in
Fig. 3(b) are inherent in the classical reconstruction and
unrelated to either ionization or the pulse rise time.

The relation of CinsRd to the energy distribution SsEd,
for the case of quantum evolution on the repulsive surface
with no laser field, is given by a Franck-Condon factor:

SsEd  jcsEdj2 

É
Z `

0

wp

c sE, RdcinsRd dR

É
2

. (4)

In the limit of a steeply repulsive curve and high masses
the Coulomb wave wcsE, Rd under the integral in (4) can
be replaced by the Dirac-d function [15]

wcsE, Rd 

E

q
dsE 2 q2yRd . (5)

Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) yields the classical imag-
ing prescription in Eq. (3). Classical imaging works best
for well-localized Coulomb waves [on the scale of oscil-
lations of cinsRd], otherwise quantum distortions in the

FIG. 4. (a) jCinsRdj2 and jCCEIsRdj2 obtained by an artificial
Coulomb explosion where the ground state wave function is
placed on the Coulomb repulsion curve. Note the similarity
with Fig. 3(b). (b) When Coulomb explosion approximation
is tested for higher mass and charge nuclei, the quality of
reconstruction is greatly improved.

image will occur. In Figs. 2 and 3 the first peaks of
jCCEIsRdj2 are too high because the oscillations of the in-
put wave and Coulomb wave overlap, whereas no overlap
occurs for the last peak. The distortion caused by the clas-
sical Coulomb explosion imaging approximation will de-
crease for both higher charge states and larger ion masses.
Figure 4(b) shows that these distortions have almost dis-
appeared for m  2mH2

, q  2. (Note: Much of the dif-
ference between jCinsRdj2 and jCCEIsRdj2 is caused by
neglecting the initial momentum associated with CinsRd
in the reconstruction procedure. Using jCCEIsRdj2 to es-
timate the momentum distribution, some of the distortions
can be corrected for H2

1).
Although we have concentrated on H2

1, where simu-
lations can be rigorously performed, optical Coulomb ex-
plosion imaging will be widely useful. The agreement
between jCinsRdj2 and jCCEIsRdj2 in Fig. 4(b) indicates
that larger mass diatomic molecules with Coulomb-like
dissociative states (e.g., D2

1, Na2
21, Ca2

41) can be im-
aged. For nonclosed shell ions, bonding electrons play a
role [3], introducing an additional error in the image at
small R. However, ionizing to higher charge states can
always be used to minimize this error [3].

Looking to the future, our work is most important be-
cause of timed Coulomb explosion imaging. By showing
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that we can accurately image wave functions (structure),
we imply that we can follow structural evolution (such
as isomerization, and dissociation). In timed Coulomb
explosion imaging [1,2] the probe pulse in a femtosec-
ond pump-probe experiment triggers a Coulomb explo-
sion. Pump-probe techniques introduce dynamics and the
image is a snapshot of a changing molecular structure.
In fact, our results show that nuclear motion can be fol-
lowed. The difference between the position of the peaks
in jCCEIsRdj2 seen in Fig. 2 (pulse duration 4.5 fs) and
Fig. 3 (pulse duration 3.2 fs) is caused by movement of
the nuclei (wave packet) on the laser modified H2

1 poten-
tial surfaces [9,14]. (The cause of the movement is con-
firmed by modeling H2

1 dissociation in the intense field
using the strongly coupled sg and su levels in a two-
surface model.)

In conclusion, since imaging chemical reactions is one
of the major challenges of modern science, the ability to
freeze virtually all nuclear motion on the time scale for
ionization is an important new tool. Both the laser [7,13]
and the ion imaging technology [16,17] are developed,
making femtosecond Coulomb explosion imaging experi-
ments accessible. At least two other methods (ultrafast
x-ray [18] and electron beam [19] scattering) are currently
being pursued for observing the changing 3-dimensional
structure of a polyatomic molecule. By using laser pulses
to directly image molecules instead of producing electrons
or x rays which are used in turn for imaging, Coulomb
explosion imaging retains the ability to observe the fastest
nuclear motion, even proton dynamics.
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